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• Investor and advisor, Innosphere [startup incubator]

o ACR DSI

o Chair, SIIM liaison committee – interface with other specialties, 

academic engineering and CS departments, and international 

societies

o NJH does machine learning for respiratory disease



Computer Vision Machine Learning (CVML)

• Image classification – category A, B, C…

• Object detection

• Segmentation

• Object tracking



Ethics of AI in Radiology:

European and North American 

Multisociety Statement
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Our community has a moral duty to make 
radiology AI worthy of patients’ trust







Data

Algorithms

Practice 



We have a moral duty to make radiology data 
most useful to the patients from whom we 

collected it. 
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Maximize barriers to obtaining value 

from unethical data use and AI

Maximize value from ethical 

data use and AI



Considerations for Data Use Agreements
• Data use for:

• One well defined use case
• Defined time period

• Data should not be:
• Used for anything else
• Made visible, or otherwise made available, to anyone else for any 

reason

• All variations of original  data, including augmented or synthetic 
data, falls under the same rules as the original data

• Any data acquired or generated about the institution, including 
data obtained about any radiologist or other employee, shall not 
be shared with anyone unless explicitly specified.
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Computers extract 
features from the 

pixel data of images

Dataset Shift



• Covariate shift– different input variables

• Concept drift – input data change over time

Dataset Shift
pixel patterns



Ethics of Data

• How to notify patients about how their data are used?

• How much privacy is enough, and how to achieve it?

• Data versioning infrastructure? 

• How and by whom are labels generated? 

• What bias exists in the data used to train and test algorithms?

• What are risks of those biases?

• Are labels appropriate to the clinical use case?



• Guide data use 
• Ownership

• Patients’ roles in use of their data

• Guardrails for data use agreements
• Very tightly defined data use and reuse

• Description of bias and potential risks

Codes of Conduct and Regulation



Ethics of Algorithms



Human+Machine
providing information from images

Faes L et al. Lancet Digital Health 2019; 1:e232-42



Prototype

• Greek - πρωτότυπον (prototypon), "primitive form”

• “an early…model…of a product built to test a concept...”

• “…used to evaluate a new design…”

• Prototype = production quality



Categories are discrete

Humanity often isn’t



Algorithm Transparency and Explainability
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Ethics of Algorithms

• How does our AI makes predictions? 

• How to protect against malicious attacks?

• How to evaluate AI for clinical effectiveness, ethical 
behavior, and security?

• How to monitor AI in clinical workflow to ensure they 
perform as predicted and performance doesn’t 
degrade over time?



• Algorithms – trust but verify
• Verify that algorithms work clinically as expected

• For all patient groups

• Dealing with specific adversarial and 
rare/aberrant/unexpected cases

• “I don’t know” (this case has significantly atypical features)

Codes of Conduct and Regulation



Ethics of Practice



Ethics of Practice

• Is what we do with AI helping patients?

• What are the risks of an AI tool, and what level of human oversight is 
necessary to mitigate risks? 

• What education and skills are needed?

• How to continuously and actively monitor AI in clinical practice?

• How to monitor the impact (outcomes, privacy, and unintended 
discrimination) of AI on patients and providers?

• What guardrails for when, or when not, to implement AI?



AI’s promise and risk – where to devote resources

• Discover patterns in complex data
• AI vs 2 human eyes

• AI vs current technology

• Do current things better/faster/cheaper

• Discover new patterns in data
• Benefits and risks of finding new patterns



• AI to predict no shows: If high probability of no-show

• Send Uber

• Double book scanner

Distribute benefits and harms equally



https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DTvOdk9VMAAwBQ5.png

Technical Debt
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Manage Technical Debt Appropriately
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Good science is flourishing as never before, 
though it moves cautiously and slowly, its 
insights checked by continual self-testing and 
experimentation…

…only science, aided by human decency, 
common sense, farsightedness, and concern 
for the unfortunate and poor, offers the world 
any hope.

--- Oliver Sacks


